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Electronic voting, or e-voting, is an electronic, usually computerized way to 
facilitate a voting process. In comparison to the traditioual paper ballot voting 
systems, e-voting systems have many advantages such as lower costs, the 
reduction of manual errors, and increased accessibility for potential voters. The e-
voting system need to be implemented in e-government in Malaysia but the study 
focuses more into small community which is election event held by Student 
Representative Council (MPP) of University Technology of Petronas .. Before 
this, the election process in any university usually follows the same government 
election process, which is manually implemented. Therefore, in this paper, it 
discuss about converting manual voting system into internet-based voting system 
which is the main objectives of the project. In MPPUTP election before this, 
students used paper ballot (coupon) and student matric card which are necessary 
for them to bring ah>ng during the election day. The student needs to walk far 
away from their hostel in the hot sunny day which is difficult for them and 
perhaps they may not be willing to go out and vote but with e-voting system, the 
number of student to vote may be increase than manual system. The results of 
voting will be available to students in a shorter time and the reliability of the 
process is always available. The innovation applied to the voting process will 
probably improve the voter turnout .statistics. 'Ibis project will concentrate on the 
whole e-voting system on how to develop the e-voting system, which the system 
administrator (SPR) and the voters (student) are target users in this system. The 
author is developing a website ofe-voting system using the PHP language. There 
are some potential improvements . of this system and some important issues 
regarding e-voting systems are discUssed by the end of this document. As for that, 
the author really appreciates to have this opportunity to do the research regarding 
this title in order to develop the e-voting system which is beneficial to this 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
Electronic voting (also known as e-voting) is a term encompassing several 
different types of voting_ Electronic voting can include kiosks, the Internet, 
telephones, punch cards, and optical scan ballots. Electronic voting facilitates 
voting by people who may read different languages and not all is able to read the 
same paper ballot, and it increases accessibility for the blind. It is generally 
considered to give more rapid election results, and its advocates claim that it 
results in cost savings. 
Overview 
Electronic voting systems have been in use since the 1960s [2] when punch card 
systems debuted. The newer mark-sense ballots allow a computer to count a 
voter's mark with an optical sensor. Internet and telephone voting systems have 
gained popularity for non-governmental purposes since the 1980s but, due to 
security problems, have so far been applied for government elections and 
referendums only in some European countries. 
Direct recording electronic (DRE) systems, with interfaces much more like an 
ATM can, depending on design and implementation, provide instant feedback to 
the voters in case of invalid votes, and they can provide instant counts after 
polling. With a paper printout of each ballot, verifiable by each voter, they can 
also offer certain verifiability. By contrast, in a paperless system, voters must 
have faith in the accuracy, honesty and security of the whole electoral apparatus 
(people, software and hardware). Vendors of voting equipment tend to prefer 
proprietary software for business reasons; this alarms some observers. Open 
source software, based on its established track record related to security design (as 
opposed to the "security through obscurity" approach by proprietary software), 
would provide a large degree of transparency for such systems, at the cost of loss 
of exclusivity to vendors. 
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1.1 Background of study 
The old method of election event 
The Student Representative Council (MPP) is very important in every university. 
It basically acts as student representative on social and academic issues or 
problems faced by the students. They also act to organize activities towards 
developing and strengthening students' skills such as social, sports, 
communication and leadership skills. 
Majlis Perwakilan Pelajar (MPPUTP) usually held their election every year. 
Basically, the process flow is the same with election process in Malaysia. Starting 
from the dismissal of old MPP, the Jabatan Perkhidmatan dan Sokongan Pelajar 
(JPSP) will distribute notice about MPP Election information. There will be many 
benefit information such as election date, naming candidate's date, the candidate's 
criteria list, all are mention in that notice. Usually the notice should be distributed 
1 week before Naming Candidate Day (Hari Penamaan Calon). On the naming 
candidate day, students involved can submit their name basically if they think 
they are eligible and interested to join the MPPUTP election. After that, on the 
next day there will be interview for all candidate conducted by the SPR 
(Suruhanjaya PilihanRaya). Basically the SPR was in charge by UTP 
Management which the Chairman of SPR was head program, plus representative 
program chosen from head program and plus the management which the 
management mixed with all department. After interview and made confirmation 
with the selected candidate, there will be a manifesto night (Malam Pengenalan 
CaJon MPP). Right after the manifesto night, there will be campaign duration in a 
week. 
Basically, in the MPP constitutional, there will be a minimum 18 candidate to be 
selected in MPPUTP which include 5 hi-com (high committee) plus 12 programs 
(2 candidate for each program - EE, Mechanical, Civil, Chemical engineering, 
ICT, and BIS) plus 1 representative for international student. In this election, the 
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UTP student need to vote 5 out of 6 candidate for general constitutional which 
mean we need to vote the most eligible candidate to be in the 5 hi-com. The 
campaign to attract votes held in 7 days starting 9 a.m. right after the manifesto 
night. After campaign, the election started. In this election, there are many 
location provided for student to making the vote, such as in front of pocket D, at 
pocket C, and at Lembaran cafe. Every student has been given a ballot (a ticket 
with student name, ID and program written on it). This ticket must be brought by 
student when they go out to vote. At the election place, the student needs to give 
the ballot to the person in charge the election place. That person will check in 
student record book and tick upon the student name and after that, the voter was 
given a paper which in the paper, the voter needs to vote 5 candidates from 6 
candidates. They need to vote at the counter allocated and there is the manual 
guideline on how to vote successfully. 
It is important for a voter to follow the rules of voting so that in the election can 
have a fair and square result for the candidate to be MPPUTP. The voter has to 
vote by crossing the line fully in the box space given in the election paper. This is 
because to prevent the votes become damage and invalid. After 5 pm, when the 
election session closed, all the votes will be calculated. SPR will count the votes 
witnessed by the candidates and candidate's supporters or candidate's agent. The 
candidate usually has 2 supporters. If the votes counted gives the same result for 2 
or 3 candidates, the SPR are responsible to take action in this situation. The SPR 
have power to make decision whether to have another election or take another 
possibilities solution for this MPP election. All about election process, election 
voting method or technical part was under SPR responsibility. After successfully 
calculate the votes, the result will be announced at the same place in front of the 
candidates and their supporters. The next day, the winners which are the MPP 
now have roles to play in MPP. 
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The business process 
In developing the e-voting system, there would be 2 view of user, one is the voter 
(UTP students) and the Suruhanjaya Pilihan Raya (SPR UTP) and Administrator 
for the system. 
First of all, in developing the e-voting system of MPPUTP Election, as for the 
student view, they have to login into the system using the student id and their 
password provided same as in their e-leaming. The database of student 
information can be taken from the e-leaming database. Right after they login, 
each one of the student have the introduction page, perhaps some information 
about the MPP candidates, their personal profile, academic and so on like the 
resume, so that student can know, which one they would vote from the best 
quality based on personal background of the candidate provided in the website. 
To vote, the student needs to go to the next page, which will lead them the vote 
page. In this case, the student will view the candidate picture, from which 
constituencies and important information and the student have to choose 5 out of 
6 candidates for example from the page. After voting, there will be a confirmation 
whether he/she really confirms to vote those candidates or if not satisfied with the 
selection, the voter can hit no button and vote until the voter confirmed with their 
selection. One student are allowed to vote only one time and there should be 
considered as absentee voter who didn't log into the system to do their job to vote 
the candidates. Their ballots would be no longer available and not valid to be vote 
after the end of the Election Day. 
As the SPR or Admin, firstly their job is to make sure that the student gets the 
information about how to vote, which is the user guideline should be provided. 
They also should be an announcement about the voting dates, and so on. All the 
voting process procedures are all managed by the SPR. It is important to make 
sure the vote is valid or not. Sometimes, like as mention before, to prevent the 
user traffic of the website, the SPR should manage the time to election in the 
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election day which perhaps only allowed the frrst year student to vote frrst, next 
the second year, third year until final year, or there will be some other solutions to 
prevent the traffic on the election day. The Admin also need to manage the 
calculation but at this time, with the computer based system, the admin or SPR 
have only to generate the calculation vote system and generate the report, lastly 
the e-voting system will provide the results for the winning chair of the MPPUTP 
candidate. On the end of the Election Day, the admin should announce the 
winners and provide some reports and after that the winning MPPUTP can now 
starts doing their work, give services among students and UTP management. 
About the security, it is an important aspects as to make sure the data ballots vote 
by the students are calculated equally and fairly so that the result would be fair 
with the number of votes. Another aspect is to prevent any dirty tactics made by 
candidate's enemies or any potential hackers in order to screw the things up or to 
grab the chair or the position of the MPPUTP organization. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
1.2.1 Problem Identification 
1) The ballot coupon distribution 
There is a small piece of paper which is like coupon, containing student name, 
student id, and course. For this manual method, it gives some difficulties for 
students who are in charge to distribute the coupon for each of the block (the 
hostel where students stay). The process of distribution the paper may not be 
useful because some students didn't get their coupon (perhaps the block manager 
or the people's in charge the distribution made mistakes). So, students who didn't 
have the coupon cannot cast vote and this will decrease the number of voter. 
2) The location of election 
Students need to go to the voting booth which is far away from hostel and the 
location for voting is near the lecture's hall and cafeteria but still gives difficulties 
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for the student for them to walk to the voting booth on the hot day in UTP campus 
which how many students willing to go out to vote as if in that day there is no 
class for them. E-voting system makes their life easier because straight away from 
their room, they can manage to vote without going out in the sunny day. 
3) The time of election 
Students have to rush to vote before going to class as if they don't have a gap of 
time at that day. Sometimes students maybe busy for attending the class and 
lectures, busy for submitting their assignments or reports which make them didn't 
have time for voting. As for online e-voting, before attending the class, in the 
morning, they just need to login, enter the password and cast the vote, as simple 
as that. 
4) Need to bring the card metric along when vote 
Students cannot vote when they don't have their matric card which sometimes 
gives the difficulties because if they didn't bring along. If the matric card is lost, 
they also cannot cast the vote. 
5) To prevent the "invisible voter" 
There are some old cases which student uses other student's metric card because 
of cheating reason. They cheat by using other student's matric card who already 
graduated for the university or the student who no longer studying at UTP. By 
using different name, they vote the desired candidate and cast the vote 2 times 
(which 1 vote is from his/her own id and 1 vote is from the "invisible" one). This 
case gives problems for SPR to track who is the voter and finally the vote become 
invalid which affected the result for the winner of the election. 
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6) The MPP candidates and related person keep busy during the election 
event. 
This is including the person who in charge for distributing the coupon, the 
posters, and also including the followers of the candidate which usually busy with 
the campaign to influence voter to gain the votes. The candidates are also busy 
with their conunitment for the election campaign which can't concentrate their 
responsibility as student like absent from class, didn't submit assignments or 
reports and so on. With e-voting, the advertisement and promotion of the 
candidate is available in the website which the students can view the video of the 
manifesto night and students can also follow the current situation and get 
information about the candidate in campaign week. 
1.2.2 Significant of the Project 
The voter can vote the MPP candidates with only access to the internet. Online 
voting can save time and cost because student no need to walk here and there to 
go out voting. They can vote directly from their room or hostel, and the biggest 
advantage is in this time, students have no reason for not voting in the MPP 
election. From the student account, all the students' information is already in the 
database, so from there the system is easier to handle and the election process can 
run smoothly. There should be no dirty tactics or fraud in election based in e-
voting. To prevent this, there is a need for security mechanisms that will assure 
privacy of the voters. The admin and the SPR will send the notification for the 
student (voter) such as a first class letter or postcard containing voting 
information which can be used to vote online. 
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The objectives of the project can be divided into few sections. These objectives 
help and keep all processes on track following this project title and its 
requirement. The Objectives are: 
• Design and develop an eleetronic voting system for MPPUTP Election 
An electronic voting system ( e-voting) sites in which the voter logs in 
through secure means, establishes their identity and votes a ballot during their 
visit to the web site. This could be accomplished through internet access from the 
home, hostel, computer lab, office or library. Voting could take place over a 
several day period ending at 6:00pm on Election Day. This method has the 
advantage of being similar to most other web transactions. The voter logs in, 
provides an identifYing key through a secure pipeline from their browser, and 
votes. The transaction occurs in real time. The web site can provide on-line help 
to the voter as they complete their ballot. The ballot can also be presented in a 
variety of languages and the voter can take as much time as he or she needs. 
• The studies of seeurity 
The number one concern voiced about e-voting is security. There is computer 
hackers breaking into computer systems, the prospect of an election tainted by 
hacking is daunting, but there are many security concerns that are more relevant. 
Ensuring the privacy of the voter is of utmost concern. It must be provable that 
each ballot has been unexamined and is accurate. Methods must also be devised 
that provide verifiable privacy. 
Another concern is verifying the accuracy of the voting system in collecting and 
counting the votes. There is the issue of authentication and verification of the 
voter. Digital signature systems accomplish most of these functions in one 
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technology. The digital signature authenticates the voter at the same time that it 
protects privacy and secrecy. Unfortunately, cost remains an issue. 
• The studies about rules and regulations of voting 
Voting system standards: All voting systems and their software are reviewed 
against the Federal Election Commission (FEC) guidelines for voting systems. E-
voting will necessitate the creation of new areas of the standards. There will need 
to be software review benchmarks, platform review standards, standards for 
security systems, and standards for logic testing. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
There are limitations considered in this project which are:-
1) This system only involve between students, the SPR (Suruhan Jaya Pilihan 
Raya) and the System Admin. 
2) Conducted within a smaller scope which is one small community which is 
the Representative Council (MPPUTP) in university. 
3) The election events nsually held annually (once a year) 
4) The potential weaknesses of this system are its vulnerability to a variety of 
hacker created problems. 
These include "jamming", "man in the middle" hacks and "page jacking". Jams 
and bottlenecks may also occur due to high volumes of legitimate traffic during 
the final hours before the polls close. Jamming is caused by a hacker overloading 
a web site with requests for information thus jamming the lines and preventing 
legitimate interaction with the site. Man in the middle sites set themselves up to 
mislead the user into thinking they are on the correct website when in fact they 
are on the hacker's website. The fake site collects the user's identifYing 
information for later fraudulent use and leaves the user thinking that he/she has 
properly completed business with the legitimate site. Later the hacker can use the 
identifying information gathered at the fake site to conduct fraudulent business at 
the real site. Page jacking consists of leading a user off to an imposter website. [ 5] 
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1.4.1 The Relevaney of the Projeet 
The electronic voting system is an intennediate state, before reaching the concept 
of e-democracy. This means a modernization of the services offered to citizens, 
without having associated social and political implications: 
• The results will be available to students ofUTP in a shorter time and the 
reliability of the process is always available. The innovation applied to the voting 
process will probably improve the voter turnout statistics. 
• The UTP management responsible for electoral processes will benefit 
from the implementation of electronic voting. Election management will be 
simplified, the risks of the procedure will be minimized and logistics and 
personnel involved in the process will be reduced. 
• The e-voting system need to be implemented in e-government sector in 
Malaysia in the first place but have to change into more specific, so choosing a 
small community which e-voting election held by Student Representative Council 
(MPP) of University of Technology Petronas. 
• The person who playing role as SPR will be the admin for the system. The 
target user in this project would be the UTP student playing a role as a voter. 
• To convert the system from manual into automated system, electronic 
voting. 
1.4.2 Feasibility of the Projeet within the Seope and Timeframe 
This project duration will be implemented in 2 semesters:-
For the first semester, there will be research process for the project while in the 
next semester, the project will be fully developed and can be executed by the 
admin and user. 
For this semester, the system will be completely developed and by the end of the 
semester, it is managed to be use by next MPPUTP election event in UTP. 
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CHAPTER2: 
LITERATURE REVIEW (THEORY) 
2.1 Supporting information (e.g. References, ete.) 
The World Wide Web was born in Geneva, at the CERN (European Laboratory 
for Nuclear Research), back in 1990. Thanks to the web's simplicity and user 
friendliness, internet quickly found its way into our daily lives. The web closes a 
cycle of the "IT revolution" by introducing full interconnectivity and 
standardizing computer programming language. It is a powerful democratic and 
popular tool. [1] 
Today two of the concepts most often associated with Internet are eDemocracy 
and eGovernment. They encompass anything from online tax declaration and 
payment to online license renewal or direct access to authorities through e-mail or 
chat sessions and online exercise of political rights. [1] 
Geneva began working in the field of online democratic rights in 2000, soon 
joined by the Swiss Confederation. In March 2001, the Geneva govermnent 
launched its eVoting project, with the support of the Federal State. Internet voting 
will not replace the existing ballot forms - the polling station and postal voting -
but will be offered as a third way of casting a ballot.[!] 
What do people think of it? 
Are people ready for such a voting system? A nationwide poll conducted in 2003 
has shown that 72% of the Swiss population supported eVoting[l]. In Geneva, 
68% of the population was supporting it as early as 2001, when we commissioned 
the University to conduct a survey. The pilots conducted during official ballots 
have created a stronger request: some 90% of the voters who used our application 
during the ballots organized so far want eVoting generalized. More than 80% 
want the system to be used for elections. For the time being, we have used it in 
referendums only.[l] 
11 
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25% to 30% ofeVoters don't see any disadvantages to the system. As main 
advantages, they mark the quick ballot counting, a turnout increase and the 
possibility of diminishing the ballots' cost. The main perceived drawbacks are the 
social inequality that e Voting can create and the lesser security compared to other 
forms of ballots. Actually, these perceptions don not apply to this project, because 
e Voting will not replace existing voting forms. [ 1] 
Geneva, Switzerland rolled the cyber-dice last weekend and took a chance. They 
tested a new E-Democracy project. The centerpiece of the project is Internet 
voting. 
For this test, 16,000 university students registered to vote on-line. The election 
covered only ballot initiatives, including a question about legalizing abortion. [I] 
The Swiss vote four times a year, on average, on issues confronting the country's 
legislature. [2] 
Some of the advantages of"e-voting" are self-evident. Once the system is 
established it is easy to maintain and efficient to operate. Referenda and more 
frequent voting on local issues could be efficiently conducted. Vote counting is 
easier. It would be easier to initiate more frequent referenda and administer vote 
counts on a proportional representation basis. [3] 
"Vote early and vote often" was common parlance at elections in Northern Ireland 
and clearly security must be such that votes caunot be created in small ward and 
council elections where a few votes can sway the result. Critical security issues 
probably lie in protecting the details of the cumulative vote until the polls close. 
Political parties would dearly like to know the state of play during the day of the 
vote, especially in marginal constituencies. [3] 
The disadvantages lie primarily in the possibility that this form of voting could 
replace traditional voting methods, on the basis that it is less costly and more 
efficient to administer. This could disenfranchise older sections of the population, 
12 
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but to whose Political advantages? It could be a prelude to some fonn of 
compulsory voting, as in Australia. Politicians of all parties are increasingly 
concerned about the growing lack of interest in local and national politics as 
expressed through electoral turnout. Compulsory voting would be easier to 
administer through "e-voting". [3] 
Advantages of Maryland University's e-Voting System 
Accuracy 
One way to measure the accuracy of a voting system is to calculate and compare 
voter error rates. The more accurate the voting system is, the fewer number of 
voter errors there will be. Voter error rate is the number of voters who voted but 
did not have a vote counted for a specific contest on the ballot (typically President 
or Governor). This is calculated by subtracting the total number of votes cast for 
President or Governor from the total number of voters who voted. [4] 
Accessibility 
The touch screen voting system used in Maryland University is accessible to most 
voters with disabilities. Using a headset and keypad, blind voters and voters with 
visual impainnents are able to vote independently and secretly for the first time in 
the State by listening to the ballot selections and making selections using the 
keypad. High contrast ballots and magnified or enlarged ballots are also available. 
For voters who prefer or need to sit while voting, the screen can be adjusted to 
accommodate this need. Future enhancements include a "sip and puff" device to 
allow voters with disabilities that prevent arm movement to vote independently 
and secretly. [4] 
Voter Intent 
With paper-based voting systems, election officials sometimes have to make 
detenninations as to the candidate or ballot question response for which the voter 
intended to vote. If a voter erases a selection and makes another one or 
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improperly marks the ballot, the scanning unit may not accurately read the ballot. 
In this case, election officials must review the voter's ballot and try to determine 
for what candidate or ballot question response the voter intended to vote. [ 4] 
Easy to Use 
Voting on a touch screen voting system is easy to do. Voters just touch the screen 
next to the candidate or ballot question response and move through the ballot. 
Changing votes is easy - voters just de-select one candidate or question response 
and select another. Voters of all ages and levels of computer experience report 
positive experiences after voting on Maryland's voting system. [4] 
Internet voting, i.e., voting on one's personal computer and sending the ballot 
electronically to the election office, has great potential for making elections more 
convenient and accessible, but concerns regarding verifiability and security are 
greatly magnified in the Internet environment, and there is consensus that Internet 
voting is at present too risky for general implementation. However, with 
continuing advances in encryption and other security measures, Internet voting is 
likely to become more prevalent, and Defense Department experiments and pilot 
projects are leading the way. In the interest of improving voting opportunities of 
overseas military personnel, the Defense Department conducted a pilot in the 
2000 election called the Voting Over the Internet (VOl) Pilot Project, and planned 
a larger pilot for the 2004 election called the Secure Electronic Registration and 
Voting Experiment (SERVE). Unresolved security concerns led officials to cancel 
the SERVE pilot in early 2004 before it was implemented. [6] 
In sum, views about electronic voting fall into two basic camps. On one side are 
those who put a premium on accessibility and improving political participation. 
They welcome electronic voting on the ground that its advantages outweigh 
security and reliability concerns--which in their view will always plague voting 
systems to some extent. On the other side are those who put a premium on 
security and reliability, and the need to maintain voter confidence in the electoral 
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process. In their view, unless electronic voting is backed up with a verifiable 
record of some kind, the risks are too great--the potential for mishap and mischief 
looms too large.(6] 
An author from of the University of Maryland C.D. Mote, Jr. said, 
"E-voting requires a much greater level of security than e-commerce. It's not like 
buying a book over the Internet. Remote Internet voting technology will not be 
able to meet this standard for years to come. "[4] 
An author from West Virginia University - Student Government Association, 
Melanie J. Cook, Ed. D, Assistant Dean of Students said, 
"Our technology staff on campus was involved and crucial to our making a 
successful change. They said the eBallot system was better than anything they 
could do on our campus (and more cost-effective), so it became an easy sell from 
the beginning. "[ 1] 
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Figure 3.1: SDLC Waterfall Diagram 
This figure indicate the system development life cycle waterfall diagram which 
basically indicate the stage of the project have been done so far. For this final 
draft, the project has reach the integration and testing process, where the system is 
nearly finish and complete but need to have checking and testing process. Some 
modification of the system need to be done to ensure that the vote calculation is 
correct and tally. 
At the planning phase: 
For the project, the author determined the objectives and the scope which is 
relevant with the project requirements. The objective is to develop the e-voting 
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system until it achieve its goal and finally the system can be use in the real world, 
as for the university's MPPUTP election use which held once a year. 
At the analysis phase: 
An interview was conducted by the author involving JPSP and MPPUTP. From 
the interview, the author can see that in the election event, the JPSP have role to 
play as the SPR and the MPP candidate which have to campaign and promote 
them to gain votes from students. The survey was conducted as the interview with 
one of the ex-MPP, Mohd. Hairi Razak: and the SPR, Mr. Mohd Tajul who was in 
charged in managing the election event. 
There is also a small survey conducted which the author distribute the 
questionnaires to the MPPUTP new members and 20 students in order to know 
how many of them prefer the electronic voting services or manual voting system. 
Basically the questionnaires are divided into 4 sectious:-
Section A- contains the respondent's awareness and readiness of e-voting system 
Section B - covers the services that are available online or electronically. 
Section C - identifies the advantages or benefits of implementing e-voting in 
MPPUTP Election event as according to the respondent's perceptions. 
From the results of the questionnaires, majority of the respondents are agreeing in 
implementing and introducing the e-voting system in our campus life. 
In this stage, the author also did some research by preparing the literature review 
regarding the project throughout the internet and referring the books. The author 
manages to define the system requirements and determines the project functions 
and operations. 
At the design phase: 
The author starts to describe the desired features and operations by designing the 
screen layout, describing the business process, system architecture and use-case 
diagram. 
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At the implementation phase: 
The author implements the code for the website using PHP language. This is the 
stage where all the difficulties happens here in order to put the upload function, 
add, edit, delete functions and the function of calculating the votes, the candidate 
and their position which gives a lot of attention and need to put a lot of effort here 
to run the system. 
As for the integration and testing phase which the author have testing the system 
into the computer followed by acceptance and the maintenance phase, the author 
plans that the system is going to be used in the next year's MPPUTP election. 
For the admin or Suruhanjaya Pilihan Raya (SPR) point ofview:-
To develop thee-voting system for MPPUTP election, there are some aspects to 
be take note on how 
• To upload candidate pictures, details and information 
• To monitor Election Day 
• To monitor the vote of each voter 
• To electronically read the ballot papers 
• To issue a voting confirmation to each voter 
• To stores, count and transmit the provisional results 
• To issue electoral reports. 
In the user or voter point of view:-
• Log into the website 
• Vote the suitable candidate 
• View the results 
• Some comments about the new MPPUTP student 
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3.2 Tool (e.g. equipment, hardware, etc.) required. 
• Microsoft Dreamweaver MX 2004 
• Adobe Photoshop or other graphic design software 
• PHP Language 
• Apache webserver 
• PHP4 with session support compiled in 
• Mysql server 
Admin 
E-Votinq System for MPPUTP Election 













Figure 3.2.1 :Use case of thee-voting system 
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figure 3.2.2 : System Architecture 
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CHAPTER4: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 For the students/voters 
The e-voting system from both student and admin views are in the following 
process. The screen shot has been made and same examples used in the fmal year 
project presentation. 
'i U fP e Voting S~fem - M1cro$oft fnlernt!t hplore:r !I£1 
~TE 
--- __ J \.;·J '{!;:<Hi 1n::\;,:;1 
r;n·n:. ·.1 
Student Representative Council UTP 
COHES1YE EMPOWERMENT GENERATES SYNERGY 
Figure 4.1.1: The Login page for student to enter the system 
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:J togm P<lg.tl MH:rosoft lntemel Expl~rer g]l!!J@8 
[~~~'::~:(~~~~:~.&<~<<~~<---~<~ ~---··· . 
I 
• 
Figure 4.1.2: The loading page after successful login 
i Wekom_e taMPPUTP e \lolu>g System Mtcra~ou Internet hplM~r !±] '@ ~ 
Filo ·J:dl; ViM. F~"" -T~o!< '1-\dil 
e~· '·';~ -~) .:";~ ,-~~;;' ··s-~h _,•;{Faw~~>: ~~~~-e\ 
MPPUTP 
NPPUTP'S HOTTO 
"COHESIVE ENPOWERHEIJT GEIIERATES SYI,IERGY' 
Cohesive: united; wcrlcing togethet tu fnrm " united whole 
Empo~~ronnant; inSpir'e somebody with confidence; to gi"e ~omebody a sen~e of confic1ence or sel(·esteem 
Generate: ~:redte; tD bring something ir\ltl e~isten~e ur effect 
Syro~y: combined effort being gre.ater than parts; the working togethar of two or m~l'(> thir.g~. peopl,., or 
org<~l'liz<~tions, es.pecial!y .,hen thee result is greater than thr. ~um of their individual e.ffeC\$ or CillpabihtiE'S 
FDf thB 20D4/2005 SRCUTP batch, we win strive to empower the studen:s to kr;ow their 11ghts and voice their opinions 
so that they \\lUbe ~:ooperat1on and mutualunderstandim.1 b'.!IWE;'en the students. tllair representative~ .and the 
universitY 3s a whole, 
information about the election. 
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11; Wch:ume ta MPPU1P" Yalmg Sys!l!m Mlcro!'o!l hTICrnct hpl~rcr GI_j~~ 
Majlis ~f'Hdl:i!an Pel<tjl>r univ;<rsili Teknoklgr PETRONAS (a!so b1own as s;(CUTP, Stutl~<nt t1epresenta\rve Col:ncJI 
Unhlersiti h~nologi PETitOI\!AS) session 2004/2(11)5 was elected by the. students il) October 2004. Headed by the High 
Committee; thll' coum;il 0::(11\Sists of ~ven departments,, e;;ch with their awn specific responsibdities that represent the 
studer,ts or UiP in a gre<ot many w<~ys. 
MPPIJTP_ is r%p~;~m;rble to helpo the university in milnaging all :ssoes aroused that relate to the students. It also acts as 
the medil.lll'l foy students to channel their grievances .and to vofce their Dpinions to the univHSJty's management, 
MPPVTP ,;.j,;o has succErssfl!llj' organized many major F.>Vents in IJTP. Among the events were Technology Economic and 
Career Week 2V03/2(l04, Titian Budi. C.ampus life Week, L<mguage week, and Corwofair 2004. 
• Take care of 1he s.tudems' welfare. 
• Se an ·Intermediary bet..-een stw:l\'nt~ and man:agement in solving "'"Y problems 
• Or13.;or1i~e lictivities whidl involved UTP stud.!nts ar.d also the outsider~ 
• Try I~ idtmtify .and overmme all problems reported by Hutlemts and 1nfonn them the solutions 
• lmroduce MPPPIJTP to the people outs~e the campus by organiz111g activities such as -charity program and 
other welfare activities 
Figure 4.1.4: The continues scroll of home page 
'111 Welr.atne lv MPP\JTP c Voting System M1tro~oft Internet hplorer fSJ~ • 
STUDENT REJIRESENTAnYE COUNCIL ELECTION 
UNIVERSlTJ TE'KNOLOtu PETRON/oS 
ACADEMIC SESSION '2{)05/2006 
Ph~~ p., inform~d ttiat th!'> Election for. Studenl Representative Cfll.mcil Universiti Tel:n,;~log1 P.ETRONAS (SRCVTP) tO-
elect FIVE (.5) roprest<ntati•Je~ for the G.enerOll C..1n~ti:u!!ncy omd TWO (2) r<lpresentatives for each Program Constituency 
to becoore members of the Student.Repro?sentative Council for Academic Session 2().()!:/2006. will be conducted on 6 
October 200$ irom 9.(10 am to Q.OO pm 3t t..lniver~iti Te~nulogi Petronas (lJTP). 
1. NOMINA liON OF CANOIOATU 
1.1 General COflstit~encv and Program ConstituenE-y; 
Oate :29 SE'ptember 2DfiS 
_Registration PeriDd ~ 9.00 am- 2.00 pm 
Withdr<lwal Period: 2.00 pm- 3.30 pm 
Appeai/Objecllor. P""iod : 3.'Wpm - .S,OOpm 
venue ' Stuctents Representative Council's Meetmg Room 
1.2 Rule'f. filr cantlidat~ nominahon :-
1.2.1 A caru:!id<lte c01n only ~tand for el01ctinn on an individu~t basi$ and Sh<~ll not as~oci«te him/hersslf with any group or 
party_ 
1.2.2 .A candidate can only be "-ominatsd for one Constituern:;y only, either Gemoral Constituency or Program 
Figure 4.1.5: The announcement made by the SPR admin. 
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'l Wckom~ !a MPPUTJ> e VohngSyslcm Mle<osolllnle.ncl hplorcr ~~~ 
Name: E!J'Y SALWA BlNT! ABDULL 'f P.Mltl 
Program: Mech,.n.C-31 Eng. t:4) 
N.amB: MlrHAMMAD FlRDAUS SJI-! AZ!Zl 
Program: Mech<ln;cal Eng. (4) 
Figure 4.1.6: The candidate for the general constitutional provided to stndent so 
that they will know who they want to vote. 
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lJ Welcome to MPPU fP e VotJn& System MrcrPtllll Internet hplor~r F'l~~ 
Chemical Eng.(4) 
Cl!d• H?!J' To Vjew CV 
HUSAM ELDEEN MOHAMMED !eRAHIM 
E.EI?ctronics.Eng. (3-) 
MOHO FARMlZAM BIN MOHAMUD 
Choo>mic<:~l Eng. (2) 
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Once when the admin are ready to submit thee-ballot form (for the student to 
click at the MPPUTP vote button), the student should be ready to vote their 
favorite candidates in the Election Day. Time is also important for the election 
process. 
1} Wekome to MPPUTP e Votmg.Sys:Jem MJcro~f!lnternel txphmn ~']~Jf2£j 
J:r. this mpputp elaction, yoU must ~;hoose 5( FIVE} out of _6( SIX) o:::andiddtes for P.ach constit11ition. 
ELFY SALWA BlNTE ABOUU.-YAMl~J 
Mech,;;nical Eng, ( 4) 
"Serve to Lead• 
~UHAMMAD Flfi;DAUS BIN. AZ!ZI 
After click casting the vote, it will be a popup message telling the voter about the 
confirmation of who they voting. The candidate's name and id will finally 
retrieving from the database. In this election, there are 6 candidates to be 
nominated into 5 chairs. So, the voter needs to vote those candidates with suitable 
positions and put none for the one candidate to be out from the nomination. 
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HIJSAM ELOEEN MOHAMMED IBRAH[M 
E.Eiectronics En~. (3) 
Mu::ro5olt fntcwer I ~plorcr ~ 
'l:lorn to be a leader" 
HUSAM ELOEEN MOHAMMED IBRAJHM 
E.Eiectronics Eng. {3) 
M1~rosof! lnlemel [~plorer ~ 
'8om to be a le<tder" 
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Figure 4.1.11 & 4.1.12: The submit button vote error 
l Welcome to MPPUIP e Votmg. S:f!>tem M11roso1t Internet Explorer ~I!Jfg] 
ELFY SALWA BlNT! ABDIJLl YAMIN 
M<!chanical Eng. (4) Pr<>~itlent 
'Serve to L€lad" 
MUHAMMAD FIROAUS BIN AZIZI 
Mechanical Eng. (4) 
"Qu;My is better th.an Quantity' 
MUHAMAO FARJZUODJN ANWAR MANSOR 
Mechanical Eng. (2) 
I Confirm Vole I 
Figure 4.1.13 & 4.1.14: The candidate selection 
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From the previous page, after the student click "cast vote" button, the next page 
(post method) will show the selection from the voter and lastly, they need to 
confirm their votes and the votes are stored in the database. 
r Confirm VQte I 
Figure 4.1.15: The confirmed vote and each student only can vote once. 
§Welcome to MPP'UTP e Vol log S)"ilem Mtcro~~ft l~ternel fxpl~rcr ([J~t![l 
Your vote Is successfully casted! 
Thank you 




\ ""'' ~­,,,,..,..,,,., 
B.;:u;!>J.!LI:!unm 
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Figure 4.1.16: The vote has stored into database 
~TE 
StudE'tlt 10: 
Password ; ·1 . _ student Representative Council UTP 
1.~~-~J COHESIVE- EMPOWERMENT GENERATES SYNERGY 
Figure 4.1.17: The logout page 
Finally, after log out, the student/voter usually have done voting for the Election 
Day. If they want to log-in and vote again, the ballot page in previous does not 
appear as which the session of the page would be time out. This would prevent the 
student/voter to vote twice again in the same login id. 
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4.2 For election admin 
In the process, since the students' view has now can vote through the website, I 
also have to concern about calculating the vote. In the admin views, there are 
several things need to be develop. The UTP-SPR and the administrator of the 
website need to update all the information and provide the results and display it 
fair and squarely. 
Basically, there were 2 respective SPR from the UTP Management and 1 
administrator need to monitor the website. As for the calculating process and 
displaying the results are in the next process different with student's or voters' 
view. 
iJ UTP e Votm!',.Sy);lem Mrcrosoft lnternd ExplJJrer ~~r!J 
• MPPUTP 
COHESII/E EMPOWERMENT·GE:NERATES SYNERGY 
P<as;sword: 
·~~;;~----
Copyright ©2006 F'tP ruzaini_amir@yahoo.etlm. All rights reserved. 
Figure 4.2.1: The login page for the admin (SPR) from UTP Management for 
them to login into the system. 
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~0. ~dt '1\ew F......,.;t"" Took - Hob :),~: 
{J8<ott-· ~'!] :;: ;_:::·~," 
:~.:~:~,;~~i~-·!:i~f.~'!~~~~-"-~-< 
Figure 4.2.2: The loading page after successful login 
] llcstnctcd to oldmm dnd lJTil SPR (Jnly !.hcro~fl Jnterr!~t bplor~r ~~~@ 
_!!f 
Upload Candid<ote Photo 
Vtilw Candidate Photo 
Edit/Update cand;date< Form 
Delete candidate Form 
Vi~w Carididate Form 
Figure 4.2.3: The main page for the administrator's use providing menus for each 
buttons. 
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For this page, usually for the SPR (Suruhanjaya Pilihanraya) manage to check the 
election process and finally to calculate the votes based on the results table of the 
votes tallies. 
11 Re~trtcted lo Admm and UTP SPR Only M1crosoft Internet (xplorer i'f71~~ 
Figure 4.2.4: The result page is fmally sorts the candidate's name and their 
positions with counted votes. 
From the results, there are 48 votes been casted which means 8 voters have vote 6 
candidates with 5 current chairs (positions) in this election. The results are sorted 
with number of positions and the number of candidates. The table should be in 6 
positions X 6 candidates. This results table is important for admin to be informed 
whose candidate is leading and whose not. The number of votes will increase 
depending on the number of students of UTP who vote in the election. 
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l Re.•trn:!cd tu Admfo <lnd Ull' SPR Only M1no,;cfJ Intern~! fxplurer rn;:]@!J~ 
Add Po5itlon 
Figure 4.2.5: Another function is to add the position to be offered in the election. 
11 Restncted to Admm otnd lJIP SflROnly Mkrosof! lnt~rnH Ixplorer - @JF;g] 
Frle Edot View F-Ywl~ l~ Hr.i11 




. ;tn~a~tit'~r , 
,Yic~ ft~ridtnt 
. Pl~~ide1it 
Figure 4.2.6: View added position in the database 
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-l !W~ln~ted to A<lm!n ,mdUTP SIII{Onry Mlcr<:l~ofllnlernet Explorer ~~~ 





Figure 4.2. 7 & 4.2.8: Uploading the candidate's picture into the system 
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~;} R!>•Lncted t~ Adm1n and U IP SllR Only M1crc~oll l11!ernet b:plorer E;~~ 
File upload 
Conqratulatlon.s! YOI.ll' 1i!;; <Jpioad was suc:c-=ssli;l 
Figure 4.2.9: Once after the upload picture is successful 
:l~s:fr1c!ed 10 Ad!tllrt IWdl.JfP SPR Only Mkr<>•o;~f! lntemet hplorer ~~~@l, 
Figure 4.2.1 0: Displaying the pictures from uploaded folder 
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·l Re~trlcted to Admm ~nd UI"P SPR Onl~ MKrO"!:<lfl !nt~tnet hptorer f£l ~ 1@S 
Add Candidate 
Date: 2.oey~?I1S, 
caod1date Name : Ms -~~nee _ 
Candidate 10: 
future f El1g1ble PosiUon: 'President 
vear: :-1 
Pro~r<~m: :s~~~~~~s_t;1~o!.lll~or~_ s~te_rn 
,- ------· _, ~ ·' -- """'"- ·-- --- -------------
Motto: \~~~-~~~!:~l~n,g _G_~mil~~!~-~~!~~: .... _ 
Good in :'.IJ)Orts, at:~>Ve in clubs 
High achiew~ment: 
Figure 4.2.11: The candidate form which the admin need to key-in the data to 
provide information about the candidates. 
In this e-voting system, from figure 4.2.7 until figure 4.2.10, there is an upload 
image function where the admin need to upload the candidate's photo into the 
website, so that the students (voters) can easily know their election candidate and 
know who they want to vote. As for figure 4.2.11 & 4.2.12, all candidate's details 
like candidate's name, candidate's id number, candidate's year of studies, 
candidate's program, their motto (which also known as self-believer in order to 
attract votes from student; usually to show different from others) , their high 
achievements in life, and some comments from the candidates for the students. 
Figure 4.2.12: The candidate form successfully saved 
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~ l«.•t,cted to Admin ~nd U IP Sf>R fJrrly M1cro•oH Intern~\ hplorer El~~ 
Figure 4.2.13: In the update fonn, admin should put the candidate's id to search 
thefonn. 
)l Restncl~d lo Adm1n ~nd UTP SPR Only M1cro~ofr lnll>rll~l hp1orer ~"]~f.[! 
Upd~te Candidate 
Date: 
Caru;lidate Name : 
Candidate ID: 











;Ge>otl ln '"POt~:::. a<=tlve: ill. club:>: 
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11 Re~tr><:ted to Admon .:.nd UflJ SPR Only MH:ro~olt lnr~rm:J hpklre1 ltfl~~ 
View Updated Candidate's Infonnation (10:3737) 
l~~~!a!!l·oote Selected: :Cand•date N.;un<;> : 
Candidate ID: 







' )Business lnformation System 
fl:l_PP Ce~n~dang,G_s!llila~~·-1 e_r~~n~ 
~~od __ ~n. __ sports: __ a?_l_~~e __ ;~ _:_~b-~ 
~ote_~-~-! Update Th1$! 
'""' 
fl Restnded to Mm!n olrld UlP Sj>~ Only Mlcro~,:rft lnter41el hplore• §j~f!\ 
6: To been or not, 
candidate (button) and the data is retrieved from database. 
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Figure 4.2.17: To delete the candidate, admin need to key-in the candidate's id to 
be deleted. 
Candidate Nam~ : M~ Elv<mee 
candidate 10: 3n7 
Future/ Ehgibll" Pos1tio1l: President 
tear: 4 
Progr<~rn: Business lnforrn;;~twn System 
MottD: MPP Cemerlang,Gemilang, Terbila<Jg 
High achi!Nemen!: Good in sports, acti'ie in dubs 
Comments: Vote Me! Update This! 
Ate Yuu sure You Wdnt ro Delete This Recurdr·n,is [::Jo~·~··~•:!Th~·-~· "'~"'~"~'~•=) ·~~~"'I action wUI penn~mmtly delete the record 
Mtcr~~l! lntern~t hplcrer @D 
Figure 4.2.19: The successfully delete candidate action. 
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!l Res!m:!ed to J,dmm .u1d UTP SPR Only l,hcro>olt Internet h.plgr~r IEJ~t[! 
) ~e•lnded to lldm1n i!nd UTP: SPR Only Mu:ro"'lf! Inlet net l>c:plorer ~~~~ 
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;} Rt:mrcled In l.dmm dnd Ull' SllR Only M1crmcft lntern~t hplorer )£]@!%) 
:ELF':'SJ>~WA: 
'ETNTI ' 
_<\E.DiJI.L ll Jl : Tre~».:r~r 
Y.I;.Mlll 
}lf.Jf_.!,;:.{l.i.AD 
, FJil.DNJ.SP:lN 222.2 V1~-~ 1'n:$,.:~,t 
, A.Z!ZI ' 
: Qt>:iliry;o bol1cr 
1 tha.~ QuomO:y 
:Ibm 
Ca~·!air, vfHttVi>l] T~m:t 
'(rtpresen!:ttive ~fU1'P). bvc 
Cc·m,oFair 20\14. Ri~Jr C~rr~1 
· MA!~K e'lent..C.~rw~ 1n N'-otb 
'B.,kttb:JlTta:n 
· Rei:-{ of Rc>!i<:oc <!11 Teilm 
20iJ..1.\Vir:rungWJd !Aedal U 
R.:,l•v•:on2('104 Crrr"''e:iti.;;n.l 
. ~~ S1bt G~)'U:lg, P..:glr Conttmt 
, T>tta:: Bu~i 2D04 
Figure 4.2.22: The candidate's whole data from database 
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Figure 4.2.24: The successfully change password page 
"' ·~ -f<l'lllih~ '"" .... ~"" . L~.} @ / ·' Se;vch EaVtmtl'~ ~"'Me~ '€; ii •• '-;:; ..
"=~~-~~~iiiS~f.~i~;~~•~·~""~·'·'-~"~ .. ~~-~~-~-~ ,, "·'·'"~'·"·-~ '"~~-~~~ .... -•~•-~v-" .. '"·~·"•~~~•-•" 
' ! You're successfully LOgout!! 
' ~·~~~':::n ~·~H:/•.\.•,, MPPUTP 
COHESIVE EMPOWERMENT GENERATES SYNERGY 
Figure 4.2.25: The logout page 
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Semr: -&J!otalb"s!.• Oat.abase: ~elo:tliQn 
.. ~:~~-~~~~~~lL£~~1~~-~~p·;;_!~-u-~~i:~ .. !-~~~~~~~!iJI_~~~~~,L. ____ ~--~---------~----------·---~-
llhp!r.<,P.!ili'"l . 




" li .cblitlidl!t't:t 
m·-p .. :;dtion~ 
liB-.· ~~9~~t~rt"cl-_ \'!ll~~ 
m r"'$vlt;; 
~. ~pr_loi!it. 
Table ·, Action 
. -e.lhiU~01t.e!' !~-·~,-~i oft ill)~ 
-,,ositi(l-llS = ;:'<I ~ E-• oft (1-)( 
rC!!Ji$t.HHJ_voieiS ~ ~,.!<-!li ill>< 
,lfiSIIIf$ ~ I!! ~:Gf II )< 
o·_._iJI:i~~?-!Jln d~_-ill-~" oft .Ill X 
.. _S.'~~bht:(sr Sum-
~Data Diclionary 
'l:J! C1l,a1~ new· fable. on databa~e· eleo::iiom 
~I -·-~-~-·---·~--·~ -·~ 
;;~.R~I'Jariie.\irilar) . -.se ~,.: 
~---~--·-·~-··---··'· 
ReC11rlfs rfpe Coll.ation 
9 ··My!S,AM r::itin1_ swedish_ ci 
5 My!SAM la!ln1_swedish _ci 
-,_ "MyiSAM latii11 _sih'f!dish_ 
" 
14 MyiS.A}I\ lahn1_swedish 
-" 
1 ¥i1SAM tatin1_ ~dish_ ,; 
" 
!atiii(SW&IIish.:_d 
Figure 4.2.26: The tables and fields in the database 
&ased on the results and votes performance; 
Khairun Nu.am bin Mohd Shoib 
Muhammad Firdaus bin Am:i 
Busam Eldeen Mohammed Ibrahim 
Mohd Fannizam bin Mohamud 
Muhamad Farizmdin .Anwar bin Mansor 
Ei11 Salwa binti Abdul Y amiu 
Siie ?_verhe.111 
3:.iKEi HlJ Bytes 
2J KB 
2.0 KB_ 
-·.'19 1<8 176 By_le$ 
,U:KB ·AO Byte .. ~ 
12.4 KB 316 BYtes 
The winner who eligible to be the President of MPP UTP is Kh<!irun Nizam bin Mohd Shoib. followed by Muhammad Firclaus 
bin Azizi to be Vice President, Husam Eldeen Mohammed Ibrahim <!s the Secretary 1, Mohd F'armiz.;m bin Mctlamud as the 
secretary 2 .. and fastfV the Treasurer chair is eligible to Muhamad Farizzudin Anwar bin Mansor. 
lbank You Fur Voting II 
Figure 4.2.27: The results for the whole statistic which being posted by the admin 
at the end of the election day to be announce for the students. 
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4.3 Findings 
For this moment, the system have achieve all the objectives of the project, but the 
system have lack to be improve which is for the future recommendation and the 
future enhancement The system has completely finished with the working 
functions_ 
The author finds that there are some difficulties in managing the database which 
involved in tables of the voter, the candidate, the candidate id, the voter id and the 
results (which is the counting vote). As for the results part, the graph should be 
plotted in the website based on the voting performance in the election events. 
Based from the results, or current results, the author can't create the bar graph or 
the chart bar to show the results performance. 
There is also need to concentrate for the authentication part which allowed only 
one vote comes from one student/voter. This statement means that once the 
student login into the system, he/she only get one chance to vote_ After 
successfully cast the votes, if the student wants to vote again, the system won't 
allowed them to do so since the ballot page would not appear again in the website_ 
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4.4 Discussion 
We have the technology today to perform computerized elections. In fact, some 
companies, universities and unions already use e-voting to elect their officials. 
There are some benefits when using e-voting system, which are:-
a) Better fit between electoral practice and modern lifestyles 
b) Cheaper, more effective electoral administration 
c) Faster election results 
d) Empowerment of citizens 
e) Streamlining the voting process. 
f) Preventing ballot errors and confusion. 
g) Increasing national voter turnout. 
h) Each machine (or website application) can easily be programmed to 
display ballots in different languages. 
i) The system can be made fully accessible for persons with disabilities. 
j) Election management will be simplified, the risks of the procedure will be 
minimized and logistics and personnel involved in the process will be reduced. 
In addition to the anticipated management advantages linked to the introduction 
of electronic voting (instant analysis, lower costs etc.) there are arguments 
relating to greater simplicity and comfort for voters. A renewed enthusiasm for 
citizenship is expected due to the introduction of information and communication 
technologies and the new forms of direct debate, expression and consultation that 
they make possible. 
For all that, the introduction of electronic voting raises lots of questions. For 
some, polling security, confidentiality and sincerity are principles which seem to 
have been brought into question by electronic voting. Others stress the importance 
of economic factors caused by these new markets, the importance of which should 
not justify adoption without discussion of solutions adopted by other countries. 
The specific nature of national cultures must be kept in mind since this may 
translate into different relationships with voting and its principles. 
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Fore-Government- Point of view 
Voter interest in Internet voting is growing and will continue to grow. 
Government's job is to provide the convenience of an online voting system while 
making no compromise of the democratic election system. Current systems have 
the advantage of being based on commonly understood systems like the US Mail, 
poll sites, and the telephone. The internet, while people are learning how to use it, 
is largely unknown. 
People do not understand all of the information that is moving in and out of their 
computers while they are online. Nor do they understand the underlying 
infrastructure or technology of the web. Recently it was revealed that some 
software products and some computer chips were surreptitiously marking 
documents and files with serial numbers. This process was intended for internal 
use by the chip and software companies, but the function was accidentally left 
active in the real world. In another case, "anonymous" e-mail transmissions to a 
media website were identified through the display if their unique web identifier. 
When a person is online, information about the person is being stored on their 
computer and other identifying information is being read largely without the 
user's knowledge. Hackers have found ways to use "Trojan Horse" type software 
to read and transmit an online user's files without their knowledge. These issues 
are all real and must be addressed. This sort of thing presents real barriers to 
acceptance of the technology. 
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CHAPTER5: 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Relevancy to the Objectives 
In this voting system, I would like to recommend that besides the stndent 
voting, the lecturers also can experience the election event held by UTP. This 
election event automatically will create good relationship between the candidates 
and the lectnrers. The lecturers just need to vote who they think the candidate is 
eligible for the position since they know their stndents also. This will also show 
that the stndent will excited to get involved into MPPUTP and encourage them to 
work hard to win in the election. 
Since the voting event is a seasonal event, this website can also be open for 
stndent to do their polls activity like the Quizilla.com. Any interesting polls which 
related to the stndies, academics, the current issues, entertainment or any campus 
activities can be implemented. This website also can be link to the stndent portal 
or Grapevine Forum, so that stndent would not be left behind any latest things 
happening around them. More over, there would be any clubs or organizations to 
use this website as the medium for their operations, for them to communicate with 
the stndents. 
Last but not least, since it finally successfully operates as the voting system in 
University, I would like to propose the voting system as for our country elections, 
since it cost low money, save time and easy for people to operate. The Malaysian 
Pilihanraya should implement the e-voting system and get involve in e-
government since it is political event. 
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5.2 Suggested Future Work for Expansion and Continuation 
It is suggested that this voting system would be implemented for our campus 
election which is in the next year, the system is ready to be used for the MPPUTP 
election. The system should be updated and be upgrade in term of the time. It is 
important for the committee of MPPUTP to have their organization chart for 
previous and the next committee, which is sorts year by year. 
The database management should be updated year by year which is the seasoning 
voting event should be continue rearranging by other candidates each time of the 
election event. The website will be more like "fever" to vote the students and 
keep on updating with new stuff and campus activities so not letting them to be 
left behind from current activities. 
There would be an addition for polls activities related to the campus life. For 
example, polls about the prom king and queen for every batch, the best student, 
polls and quizzes about career, personality, zodiac, and so on. So the website will 
always be visited by the students, sounds like the forum but it is all about well-
rounded campus activities to prevent the website become boring, isolated and not 
only for certain event (seasoning election event). 
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Conclusion 
An electronic voting system for these kinds of elections gives these organizations 
an opportunity to increase the efficiency, reliability and transparency of the 
elections. The logistics and personnel involved in the election will be reduced and 
it will mean a reduction in the costs of holding the election for the company, 
thereby increasing the efficiency of the process. 
Security is a very important aspect in developing e-voting website. E-voting will 
always be limited in its integrity by factors beyond the e-voting algorithms. The 
encryption can be an important part of an overall election system. The voter 
authentication, vote integrity, voter anonymity, auditability, accountability, 
recountability, and so on, are all involved, and many of these requirements 
operate at cross-purposes with one another. The massive vulnerabilities of 
standard personal-computer operating systems represent very serious concerns, in 
terms of hidden viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and further surprises unknowingly 
downloaded by the nser with other packages, and waiting to pounce on Election 
Day. One proposed solution would be to boot a fresh system from external media 
in order to vote, but even such an approach does not adequately address these 
potential vulnerabilities. 
Deficient network protocols and the opportunities for insider fraud and accidental 
misuse abound. Neither the client nor the server systems will be adequately 
secure under foreseeable technology including Internet Service Providers and 
Web servers. As always in any election enviromnent, there are many 
opportunities for fraud, mischief, and manipulation, despite ostensible checks and 
balances. These problems are exacerbated with e- voting, where the lack of any 
physical ballots makes such manipulations impossible to detect and correct 
because there is no meaningful recount capability. Extraordinary vigilance is 
necessary, but never sufficient. 
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10 Ta~Name Start Hr?ish 
2/27/.200tJ 31312000 
:Y0:1200f> - 3110.12006 11'1 
2i1131200B 3f17.1200S 1w 
2ii2Q/2006 3.'24!'2006 1w 
312712000 3i31l2006 1w 
·. 
41312006 417l2006 1w 
Appendix: The Gantt Chart of Final Year Project Semester 2 
